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Abstract

Telephone users are receiving more and more unwanted calls including spam and scam calls because of the transfer-without-verification nature of global telephone networks, which allows anyone to call any other numbers. To avoid unwanted calls, telephone users often ignore or block all incoming calls from unknown numbers, resulting in the missing of legitimate calls from new callers. This paper takes an end-to-end perspective to present a solution to block unwanted calls while allowing users to define the policies of acceptable calls. The proposed solution involves a new infrastructure based on anonymous credentials, which enables anonymous caller authentication and policy definition. Our design decouples caller authentication and call session initiation and introduces a verification code to interface and bind the two processes. This design minimizes changes to telephone networks, reduces latency to call initiation, and eliminates the need for a call-time data channel. A prototype of the system is implemented to evaluate its feasibility.

1 Introduction

Telephony systems, which enable individuals to place phone calls to any phone number, have seen significant success over the past century. At that time, people used to answer the phone when it rang, and expect that their calls to others would also be answered. However, phone calling has declined in popularity in recent years. People are less reliant on phone calls, and they are stopping answering calls from unknown numbers. The expectation of pickup as a core aspect of the telephone culture is disappearing. This trend is evidenced by the polls conducted by the New York Times for the 2018 Midterm Elections [1], in which over 2.82 million phone calls were made across the US to the callees who didn’t know the call was from NYT for a poll. Only 1.71% of the calls were answered.

There are several reasons why people are not willing to pick up unknown calls. One reason is that people have become accustomed to communicating through alternative methods, such as messaging apps and social media, which are perceived as less intrusive and do not require an immediate response. Another key reason is the increasing prevalence of spam and scam calls. Similar to email spam, spam calls are a type of unwanted calls made to a large number of people at once. Scam calls, on the other hand, are calls with the intention of tricking or defrauding the callee in order to obtain personal or financial information. According to a report by Truecaller [2], Americans received an average of 20 spam calls per month in 2022, which amounts to approximately 8 billion spam calls per month, and an estimated $39.5 billion was lost to phone scams in 2022 in the US.

Two main technical factors have contributed to the rampant of spam and scam calls—the growth of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) usage and caller ID spoofing. VoIP technology, which gained widespread popularity in the mid-2000s, allows spammers to use auto dialers (often referred to as robocalls) to make mass spam calls at low costs, as cheap as $0.01 per minute [3]. Additionally, VoIP enables individuals to evade prosecution for spamming and scamming by making calls across jurisdictional lines. Caller ID spoofing involves altering the caller ID information (phone number and/or name) in signaling messages, allowing the caller to impersonate others, like government agencies, businesses, the callee’s neighbors, or even the callee’s contacts. According to a study by Tu et al. [4], users are more likely to pick up on spoofed calls if the caller ID has been carefully altered to appear legitimate.

There have been various attempts by governments, businesses, and academic communities to address the problem of spam and scam calls [5–19]. However, these efforts have their own limitations. Some need to trade away usability considerably by disturbing the callee too much, introducing significant delays, or disabling legitimate incoming calls from unknown numbers altogether. Some are hard to deploy due to the required significant upgrades to the network infrastructure. Others are not robust because of caller ID spoofing attacks. Readers are referred to [3] for a comprehensive sur-
vey on these solutions. Despite these efforts, the volume of spam calls remains high and has not declined [2], indicating that these solutions are not sufficient to effectively solve the problem.

In this paper, we present UCBlocker, an end-to-end unwanted call blocking system that makes minimal changes to the existing telephone networks and calling process. UCBlocker allows the callee to authenticate the caller based on the caller’s attributes. We use anonymous credentials (ACs) for caller authentication. Before making a phone call, the caller is required to provide proof of certain attributes in her identity which satisfy the callee’s pre-defined policies. The callee will issue a verification code to the caller if the authentication is successfully completed, which is inspired by two-factor authentication used by many web services. UCBlocker binds the authentication over data channel to the call session in telephone networks using this verification code. We explore possible methods of transmitting the code through telephone networks and find that re-purposing the caller ID for carrying the code poses a novel and efficient option. The callee checks the verification code to determine if the call is pre-authenticated.

Compared to previous designs, UCBlocker has several advantages in usability, deployability and robustness. First, it is user-centric and user-controlled. The callee defines what (rather than which) phone calls are wanted using attribute-based policies (rather than the caller ID), which enables incoming calls from legitimate unknown numbers. Second, the end-to-end caller authorization can be implemented as a separate application and Internet service, complementing the calling function, which requires minimal changes to the telephone networks. Third, the process of caller authentication (to acquire the verification code) and call session setup can be decoupled, which introduces minimal delays to call initiation.

We make the following contributions:

- We design a new unwanted call blocking architecture named UCBlocker, which allows the callee to set up authentication policies and anonymously authenticate the caller using attributes of caller’s identities based on anonymous credentials. Our design enables legitimate unknown incoming calls, requires minimal changes to the telephone networks, and introduces negligible delays to the call setup process.
- We explore the options of binding the anonymous authentication results with call sessions and evaluate their feasibility in telephone networks. We find that re-purposing the caller ID header field in signaling messages to transmit the verification code is promising in that it does not require any change to the signaling protocols in the telephone networks, which relieves the network operators of caller ID attestation.
- We implement a prototype of UCBlocker and evaluate the feasibility and performance of the system. We measure the time cost of caller authentication. The result show that code verification delay is negligible. For consecutive calls after the authentication, the additional latency of the authentication process is about 1.5s.

With UCBlocker, we aim to address the issue of unwanted calls from the perspective of the callee. Functionally, our design will: 1) allow calls from the callee’s contacts with minimal disruption; 2) allow unknown but callee-defined welcome calls to reach the callee; and 3) effectively block all unwanted calls out of the callee’s preferences. Considering the numerous advantages for consumers including enhanced fraud protection, reduced disturbance and frustration, and less wasted time, as well as benefits to businesses and governments such as increasing the likelihood of customer engagement and enhancing trust, we hope UCBlocker will rebuild trust in telephone networks and revitalize the use of phone calls.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background information about the telephone networks and anonymous credentials. Section 3 describes the overview of our design, including the system model, adversary assumptions, design requirements, and some use cases. Section 4 formally specify the design of the authentication protocols based on anonymous credentials. Section 5 describes the binding of authentication and call session as well as its security discussion. Section 6 provides details of our implementation and the results of our evaluation experiments. Section 7 makes some clarification discussion. Section 8 compares our work with related work and Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 Background

This section provides a brief introduction to the telephone network architecture and the anonymous credential concepts.

2.1 Modern Telephone Networks

The global telephone network is a system that connects various types of telecommunication networks, including Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTN), mobile cellular networks, and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) networks. These networks are connected through gateways located at their boundaries. In a VoIP network, IP devices are connected to a Private Branch Exchange (PBX), which can routes phone calls over IP networks. In order to make phone calls to PSTN landlines and mobile phones on cellular networks, the PBX must be connected to a VoIP service provider that offers trunking services though an IP/PSTN gateway.

In order to initiate and terminate a phone call, a control channel is used for signaling and an end-to-end voice channel is used to transmit the voice data. There are various protocols that are used for signaling, including Signaling System 7 (SS7) [20], Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [21], and...
Telephone service providers provide caller ID services, which transmit the caller’s phone number and/or name to the recipient so that they can identify the caller before answering the call. In traditional PSTN and cellular networks, the caller ID is generated and/or authenticated by the network. However, in VoIP networks, the caller ID is generated on the caller’s side which can be set to any value. Some VoIP service providers even offer call ID spoofing as a featured service. The low cost and capability to set arbitrary caller IDs make VoIP networks a common location to start telephone spam and scams.

### 2.2 Anonymous Credentials

**Attribute-based authentication.** Anonymous Credential systems [23, 24] allow users to prove their identities satisfying certain properties without revealing the identity details. This type of authentication provides increased privacy, as only the necessary attributes are leaked, rather than the user’s full identity. In advanced systems, predicates can also be tested, further reducing the amount of information leaked.

**Roles.** An anonymous credential system has three key players: the holder, issuer, and verifier. The holder holds one or more credentials that correspond to their different identities. The issuer creates and issues these credentials to the holder, making assertions about their attributes. When the holder wants to access a resource, they present their credentials to the verifier anonymously. The verifier then checks the presentations to determine if access should be granted.

**Features.** Anonymous credentials have four key features that set them apart [25]. Selective Disclosure allows the credential holder to select which attributes to reveal to the verifier, while keeping the rest private. Unlinkability randomizes the issuer’s signature, preventing it from serving as a correlating factor. Private Holder Binding binds the credential to the holder without creating any information that needs to be revealed during presentation. Predicates allow hidden values to be used in operations with values provided by the verifier, such as proving that a bank account balance is above a certain threshold without revealing the exact balance.

**W3C DID scheme.** W3C has published standards for Decentralized identifiers (DIDs) [26] and Verifiable Credentials [27]. DIDs are a type of identifiers that enable verifiable and decentralized digital identity. DIDs are generated by the identifier owners. A DID can be resolved to a DID document containing the public keys of the DID owner, which is stored in a verifiable data registry like a distributed ledger. W3C also defines the Verifiable Credential data model, which is a set of claims about the holder that can cryptographically verified. Anonymous credentials, which provide anti-correlation properties through technologies like zero-knowledge proofs, are a type of verifiable credential.

The anonymous credential system is the main cryptography building block of the design for UCBlocker, and W3C DID scheme facilitates the discovery of the anonymous credential services from telephone numbers.

### 3 UCBlocker Design

Telephone networks are becoming increasingly complex, especially with their convergence with the Internet. We will omit the network details and use a simplified system model to characterize UCBlocker as an end-to-end solution. We present the system model, security assumptions, and our design overview in this section.

#### 3.1 System Model

UCBlocker consists of two subsystems: the distributed anonymous authentication function over the Internet and the call session initiation and verification function over the telephone networks. The same entity has different roles in the two subsystems. Without loss of generality, we refer to Alice as the caller/credential holder, and Bob as the callee/verifier. We also refer Alice and Bob to their devices or the UCBlocker applications installed on their devices (known as the user agents). The devices must have some level of processing power in order to support the installation of UCBlocker. Examples of such devices include smartphones, VoIP phones, computers, or smart devices connected to landline PSTN phones with internet access. Alice and Bob have UCBlocker installed on their devices and use it to initiate and answer phone calls.

In addition to Alice and Bob, there are other participants involved in the distributed anonymous authentication system. The **issuer** is responsible for issuing credentials to Alice, which can be individuals who are direct contacts of Alice, or organizations who have connections with Alice in real life as defined in W3C [27]. In an ideal scenario where digital identity and anonymous credentials are ubiquitously deployed, an issuer refers to any organization or entity that holds the responsibility of issuing specific documents or credentials within a particular context, and its identity can be publicly verified. For example, the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) serves as an issuer. Notably, digital driver’s licenses have already been introduced in several US states, including Arizona, Colorado, Maryland, and Georgia, and more states are also committed to support the feature [28]. To facilitate the initial implementation of UCBlocker, a Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) can act as an issuer to verify and assert the attributes of UCBlocker users before the widespread deployment of the AC infrastructure. This approach presents a valuable business opportunity for an MVNO to attract security-conscious customers who value UCBlocker’s capabilities. Alternatively, UCBlocker is designed to allow third parties to assume independent roles, such as that of an issuer or verifier, with the possibility of receiving compensation from subscribers. The public storage, implemented as a public ledger, provides secure and trusted record-keeping and querying services. Bob’s
We consider an adversary (Eve) who does not hold any valid credentials that Bob accepts. As an attacker, Eve’s goal is to make a successful phone call to Bob. In our call blocking context, a phone call is successful as long as it reaches Bob, regardless Bob answers the call or not. Eve may or may not be a UCBlocker user. Eve may perform several attacks:

**Attacks to authentication.** Eve may intercept the communication between the parties involved to acquire either the anonymous credential during its issuance or the credential presentation during its transmission. Eve may try to forge the credential or replay the presentation to deceive the verifier to issue her a verification code. Eve may eavesdrop the verification code when it is distributed from the callee to the caller and place a phone call using the code before Alice, which is named *code eavesdropping attack*.

**Attacks to call initiation.** Eve may eavesdrop the verification code when it is transmitted in the telephone system to initiate the call. Eve may try to use the code to place another call. If Eve places the call concurrently with Alice, we name it *race attack*. Otherwise if Eve places the call at a later time, we name it *code replay attack*.

The design of UCBlocker is based on the following security assumptions. We assume that Eve is unable to break the cryptography used in the anonymous credentials. Even if she gets the credential, she can not construct valid presentations without the holder’s private key. We also assume that both the telephone and Internet service providers are trusted and will follow their service protocols. The verification code works as a one-time password so it is not susceptible to code replay attacks, and we will discuss the code race attack in Section 5.4.

**3.3 Requirements**

Given the adversary assumptions outlined above, UCBlocker aims to achieve the following design goals.

**Security.** The unwanted call blocking system should guarantee that only calls that follow the callee’s policies can get through to the callee. An adversary cannot bypass the verification process to make disturbance to the callee.

**Usability.** The call blocking system should enable legitimate calls from unknown numbers as long as the callee can provide proof of holding accepted credentials. Additionally, the system should be user-friendly and require minimal extra effort from both the caller and the callee. For the callee, this means that their only responsibilities would be creating policies and making any necessary updates. The caller may need to interact with the call blocking system to select the required attributes and authorize the disclosure of these attributes to the callee for verification to obtain verification codes.

**Compatibility.** The call blocking system in UCBlocker should make minimal changes to the telephone networks. Modifying telephone networks can be both costly and time-consuming.

**Efficiency.** The call blocking system should have minimal computation and communication costs, so it does not add significant delays to the original call session setup and can be deployed on devices with limited resources.

**3.4 Use Cases**

There is a wide range of use cases of UCBlocker. We highlight some common examples and explain how to use anonymous credentials in their implementation.

**Bob accepts calls from his contacts only.** In this simplest use case, Bob can issue credentials to his contacts, indicating their legitimacy to call him. In fact, this can also be achieved by using a local white list. However, setting a policy to block all unknown calls is not a satisfying solution, as most telephone users still want to be reachable by people they have not spoken with before.

**Bob gives his phone number to others and expects their callbacks.** Examples of this use case include scenarios where Bob applies for a job online or makes an appointment with a specialist doctor. In these cases, Bob can issue a credential and send it to the potential caller along with his phone number. Additionally, Bob can add more attributes to the credential, such as setting an expiration date or a maximum number of times the credential can be used to call him.

**Bob accepts calls from those who have authority-issued credentials.** This can include situations where an employee from Bob’s bank contacts him about suspicious activity on his account, or a local plumber advertises his services to Bob, where the plumber can prove his location by sharing the zip code of his home address from his driver’s license issued by DMV. Bob can set his policy to only accept calls from people in his immediate area by creating a list of approved zip codes. This way Bob can accept calls from his real neighbors, rather than being bothered by *neighbor spoofing* scammers.

**Bob sets a policy requiring multiple credentials.** We can use the following scenario as an example. Bob is searching for a local, licensed plumber and has advertised his phone number on a local billboard. In order for a plumber to contact Bob, he must provide evidence that he is in the area (by showing the zip code on his driver’s license) and that he possesses a valid plumber certificate from a governing authority.

**The School case study.** Consider a scenario in which an elementary school teacher, Alice, is attempting to contact a parent, Bob, for urgent notice. Alice is not in Bob’s contact list, but she has a credential issued by the School to prove her identity. Bob has set his policy to accept phone calls from teachers of the School. This scenario will be used as a running
example to demonstrate the core designs of the UCBlocker system in this paper.

**MVNO as the bootstrapping issuer.** Prior to the wide availability of the AC infrastructure, it is possible to establish an MVNO that can serve as an issuer of credentials for UCBlocker users. In the specific case of the School scenario, the MVNO can undertake the verification process of Alice’s work certificate and subsequently issue a credential that attests to her employment at the school, particularly if the school itself is unable to provide such a credential at that time.

### 3.5 Design Overview

Blocking unwanted calls ultimately requires end-to-end caller authentication, because the recipient is the only one who can determine which calls are welcome. There are various considerations when designing such an authentication scheme.

**Authentication channel.** Telephone networks typically use two channels for creating a phone call: a control channel for signaling and an end-to-end voice channel for voice data transmission. It is currently infeasible to achieve end-to-end authentication using the control channel because different telephone networks use different signaling protocols. All the protocols and devices will need to be updated, otherwise, the authentication information carried by signaling messages may be lost when they are translated at the gateways connecting the telephone networks. On the other hand, it is possible to use the voice channel for end-to-end authentication, as exemplified by Reaves et al. in AuthLoop [12]. However, AuthLoop introduced additional delays because implementing security protocols (e.g. TLS) on the narrow band voice channel is time inefficient. The third option is the data channel. With the convergence of telephone networks to IP networks, more telephone devices have access to a data channel, which connects the devices to the Internet. UCBlocker takes advantage of the data channel for caller authentication.

**Centralized or distributed.** End-to-end authentication can be implemented either centralized or distributed. However, because of the unique requirement of unknown caller authentication in telephone networks, a distributed solution is more feasible. An unknown caller must reveal some information of his/her identity to the callee to get authenticated, where an identity is defined as a set of claims made by one subject about itself or another subject [29]. The claims are attributes of the caller, which are usually privacy-sensitive information. In a centralized architecture, the central server is responsible for collecting and forwarding these attributes, which will pose a significant risk to the callers’ privacy. UCBlocker adopts the distributed approach and employs anonymous credentials to safeguard privacy during authentication.

**Binding authentication to call session.** Once authentication is completed over the data channel, the next question is how to link it to a call session. One option is to rely on a trusted third party to help with call initiation as shown by Reaves et al. in Authenticall [13]. An alternative is to generate a one-time-use shared secret after authentication, which can be sent from the caller to the callee over telephone networks when the call session is established. In this paper, we refer to the authentication secret as a verification code, similar to the code used in two-factor authentication systems on the Internet. Voice channel can be used to transmit the verification code by using a data-voice modem. Control channel is another option, but transmitting the secret using control channel can be tricky because of the message translation at the network gateways. One of the few pieces of information that can transit between networks is the caller ID. Because of its declarative nature, it is possible to use caller ID to carry the authentication secret. We call it caller ID customization instead of caller ID spoofing because our intent is not to spoof other phone numbers but to transfer the authentication secrets. Another benefit of using the verification code is that its generation and usage can be decoupled. The caller can acquire multiple codes during one authentication, store them in his device and use them later. Using caller ID to send the code and start a phone call introduces no extra delays to the call session setup process.

In summary, UCBlocker uses anonymous credentials for caller authentication and explores different methods of carrying the verification code for channel binding. The overview of UCBlocker is depicted in Figure 1. There are five main participants, including the caller Alice (also the credential holder), the callee Bob, the credential Issuer, a Public Ledger and the Verifier which is a service endpoint working as a verification agent for Bob.

The workflow of UCBlocker is broken down into three phases: the setup phase, the authentication phase, and the call initiation phase. In the setup phase, Alice requests ano-
mous credentials from Issuer (1a and 1c), Bob sets his policies encoding his preferences of wanted calls (1b), and Alice obtains the contact information of Bob (1c). Message 1c is an example where Bob sends his phone number to Alice, together with a credential proving Alice has been added to his contacts. In cases where Alice is an unknown caller, she can also get Bob’s phone number from any other sources. In the authentication phase, Alice looks up Bob’s service endpoint on the public ledger (2a, 2b) and presents her proof to Bob to get the verification code (2c-2e). Later when Alice wants to make a phone call to Bob, she initiates the call by sending the verification code to Bob (3a, sending the code via caller ID header field is depicted), which Bob can verify to accept or block the call request (3b-3d).

3.6 Deployment

The UCBlocker client is designed as an application. For the callee, UCBlocker assists users in selecting attributes and configuring policies. In cases where incoming calls fail to meet the specified policies, UCBlocker silently blocks these calls. Users also have the option to redirect blocked calls to their voicemail. Detailed discussions regarding policy deployment can be found in Section 4.1.2. On the caller’s side, it is necessary to initiate phone calls using the UCBlocker application. If there are no available verification codes, UCBlocker will authenticate the caller to the callee. During this authentication process, UCBlocker automatically matches the callee’s policies against the caller’s credentials. The caller will receive a warning when certain attributes need to be revealed for successful authentication. To provide a visual representation of how callers can choose to expose specific attributes when making a phone call, a user interface example is included in the Appendix A.

In order to facilitate the initial implementation of our scheme, UCBlocker incorporates a public ledger. This ledger serves as a secure and trusted public database, storing crucial public information within the system. This includes the published schemas of issuers, the public keys of all stakeholders, and the decentralized identifiers/documents associated with UCBlocker users. By maintaining this public ledger, UCBlocker ensures the availability and integrity of essential data, contributing to the overall functionality and security of the system.

Before the credential issuance infrastructure is fully functional, a practical solution to start UCBlocker service is to set up an MVNO that serves as the bootstrapping issuer. UCBlocker users can present their proofs of certain attributes (e.g. name/home address on a physical driver’s license) to the MVNO to get a credential issued by the MVNO. However, as the credential issuance infrastructure becomes more widely deployed, users are expected to acquire credentials from other “formal” issuers. For example, obtaining a digital driver’s license from the DMV can replace the credentials initially issued by the MVNO. This transition promotes the use of credentials from established and recognized issuers, enhancing the credibility and reliability of the UCBlocker system.

4 Authentication

This section provides a thorough explanation of attribute-based anonymous authentication protocols, including the steps involved in both the setup and authentication phases.

4.1 Setup Phase

The setup phase encompasses three types of activities: the caller obtaining credentials (1a, 1c in Figure 1), callee deploying policies (1b), and caller acquiring callee’s contact information (1c). These activities are typically conducted through out-of-band channels, and there are usually multiple options available. For instance, Alice may obtain her employment credential by logging in the School website or visiting the HR office, and Bob may provide his phone number to Alice through social media or during a face-to-face meeting.

4.1.1 Credential Issuance

An anonymous credential is a type of attribute-based credential that enables users to prove certain attributes without revealing additional information or being linked across multiple credential presentations.

The credential issuance protocol is illustrated in Figure 2. In message 1, issuer defines a credential schema $S$, selects the public key $pk_i$ to be used with this schema, and publishes $S$ and $pk_i$ on the ledger. A credential schema is the data template for a credential [30], which defines the list of attributes included in the credential. It serves as a shared point of trust for the issuer, holder, and verifier. For each attribute, its name, data type and whether it’s hidden from issuer are specified. If an attribute is hidden from issuer, its value will be set by holder and blinded before sent to issuer for signing (i.e. blind signature). E-voting system is a typical application scenario of blind signature, where the
local authority checks and signs the eligibility of a voter, without learning the voter’s choice. As an example of credential schema, in the School case, the School may define a two-attribute schema for its employment credentials simplified as: {
"name":{"type":string,"hidden":false},
"employed":{"type":boolean,"hidden":false}}. If the MVNO works as the issuer instead of the School, one more attribute is needed: "school":{"type":string,"hidden":false"}

The form of \( pk_y \) varies based on the chosen signature scheme. In this paper, we use BBS+ signature [31] as an example to present the cryptography processes. Other signature schemes are available in the literature, and UCBlocker has cryptographic portability. Let \( G_1, G_2, G_T \) be groups of prime order \( p \). Issuer sets up a bilinear map \( e: G_1 \times G_2 \rightarrow G_T \).

Assuming there are \( L \) attributes in the credential, issuer randomly takes generators \( (h_0, h_1, \ldots, h_L) \leftarrow G_1^{L+1} \), \( g_1 \leftarrow G_1 \), \( g_2 \leftarrow G_2 \), and integer \( x \leftarrow Z_p \). Issuer then computes \( w = g_2^x \), and sets \( pk_I = (g_1, g_2, w, h_0, h_1, \ldots, h_L) \). The private key \( sk_I \) is \( x \).

In message 2, the holder retrieves \( S \) and \( pk_I \) from the public ledger. Step 3 is a mutual authentication between issuer and holder to set up a secure channel. Holder then assigns values to the hidden attributes according to the credential schema and sends a credential request to issuer in message 4 which includes the hidden attribute values. Without loss of generality, we assume that the attributes of the credential are encoded into integers \( (m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_L) \in Z_L^l \). For an attribute \( m_i \) whose value is hidden to issuer, the blinded value will be \( M_i = h_i^m \). We reserve \( m_i \) for a secret \( sk_H \) which is chosen by holder as an unique identifier. The secret is known to holder only and is hidden before it is sent to issuer. The secret is used to combine multiple attributes from different credentials to form a single proof. It is named link secret by the Hyperledger [32] community as it literally links multiple credentials to the same holder.

Issuer will proceed by setting the unhidden attributes and generating the credential \( C \). In the School case, School/MVNO assigns the attributes \( \{\text{name}="Alice",\text{employed}=\text{true}\} \) for Alice. The attributes will be encoded to integers, but for simplicity, we just denote \( \{m_2=\text{"Alice"},m_3=\text{true}\} \) without causing ambiguity. Issuer selects random numbers \( e, s \leftarrow Z_p \) and computes

\[
B = g_1 h_0^{m_1} \prod_{i=1}^{L} h_i^{m_i}, \quad A = B^{\frac{1}{m_1}} \tag{1}
\]

Issuer returns the credential \( C = (A, e, s, M_i) \) to holder, where \( M_i \) is a set consisting of the values assigned by issuer to the unhidden attributes.

Holder verifies \( C \) by checking

\[
e(A, wg_2^x) = e(B, g_2) \tag{2}
\]

Holder will add the hidden attributes to \( C \) and store it as \( C = (A, B, e, s, \{m_i\}_{i=1}^{L}) \).

### 4.1.2 Policy Deployment

UCBlocker is an authentication system that allows each user to set their own unique authentication policies for accepted calls. The policies must be easily understandable by non-technical users, and must be clearly defined so they can be translated into credential presentation request messages.

We define a universal set of public attributes \( \mathcal{U} \) for telephone users in UCBlocker. Each credential contains a subset of attributes \( \mathcal{A}_C \in \mathcal{U} \) and an issuer can create multiple credential schemas. To create a policy, Bob can either search for an issuer and then select the desired credential and attributes, or search for specific attributes and then choose from the available credentials which contains the attributes. As mentioned earlier, the credential schemas are stored on the public ledger. The UCBlocker client provides assistance to facilitate the search process and display the results to Bob. Bob then selects the desired attributes and incorporates predicate logic to define the policies. For detailed information on policy creation and formulation and a user interface example, please refer to Appendix A.

UCBlocker translates policies into a credential presentation request, which specifies what attributes from which credentials are accepted. A presentation request is a disjunction of multiple policies. Each policy is a set of attributes combined using predicate logic [33]. In the School case, a presentation request for Bob’s policy looks like

\[
{\"policies":[[
\{"employed":\text{true},
\{"schema":\"did:schema:abcde\}\}]
\]]}
\]

In this example, there is one policy defined in the presentation request, which contains an equal predicate to check if the value of employed attribute is True. schema defines the universal unique identifier of the schema used. We will discuss the zero-knowledge proof of predicate logics in Section 4.2.2.

### 4.1.3 Contact Credentials

Besides credentials issued by third parties, callees can issue their own contact credentials. UCBlocker defines a contact credential schema containing three attributes \{"name", "phone number", "contact"\}. Using this, UCBlocker helps users to issue credentials to their contacts.

If Alice is already in Bob’s contact list, Bob issues the credential \( Cred_H \) and sends it to Alice through any communication channel. If Bob and Alice are new friends and Bob is adding Alice to his contacts, Bob shares his phone number and issues the credential to Alice at the same time. Otherwise if Alice is an unknown caller, she can get Bob’s phone number from any sources (e.g. Bob’s personal website, yellow pages, their mutual friends), but she will resort to third party credentials to get authenticated by Bob.
4.2 Authentication phase

The authentication phase includes the processes of callee’s verification service endpoint (the verifier) lookup (2a in Figure 1), credential presentation (2c), and verification code generation and distribution (2d, 2e).

4.2.1 Verifier Lookup

UCBlocker utilizes a public ledger to facilitate the retrieval of verifier’s address. We adhere to W3C standards [26], utilizing Decentralized Identifiers (DID) and DID documents to store information related to those identifiers.

Decentralized identifiers. As previously stated in Section 4.1.1, each user selects a secret key sk to prove ownership of a specific credential and to link multiple credentials to the same holder. The secret key identifies the user cryptographically and must be masked before being transmitted to issuer or verifier to ensure unlinkability. A cryptographic tool is commitment schemes such as the Pedersen Commitment [34]. The public parameters of Pedersen Commitment consist of a group $G$ of prime order $p$ and generators $(g_0, \cdots, g_m)$. To commit values $(v_0, \cdots, v_m) \in \mathbb{Z}_p^m$, the commitment is calculated as
\[ C = g_0^r \prod_{i=1}^m g_i^{v_i}, \]
where $r \in \mathbb{Z}_p$ is a random value. Using Pedersen Commitments, an arbitrary number of public keys can be generated from the same private key sk by choosing different random numbers $r$, resulting in $pk = g^{sk r}$. These generated public keys serve as pseudonyms for the user in the pairwise relationship between holder and issuer or verifier.

A DID is a globally unique identifier generated by the user with four essential characteristics: decentralized, persistent, cryptographically verifiable, and resolvable. DID is defined by W3C in the format of scheme:method:method-specific-identifier. For example, did:example:123456789abcdefghi. For cryptographically verifiable DID, it should be generated from the user’s keys, e.g.,
\[ DID = H_m(pk), \]
where $H_m$ is a hash function specific to DID methods. A DID resolves to a DID document stored on the public ledger. DID document typically contains the DID, verification methods including the public keys, and a set service endpoints. A service endpoint is a network address at which to communicate or interact with the DID owner.

UCBlocker features a digital wallet component that manages DIDs and credentials. The wallet generates a public DID using the user’s secret key, along with the related DID document, and stores it on the public ledger to register the user’s public DID.

Verifier lookup with a phone number. Phone number is more human-friendly than DIDs. In UCBlocker context, it is desirable to discover the verifier address starting from a phone number. To map the phone number to a DID and the verifier address in a verified and trusted way, we store the callee’s phone number in his DID document. When a DID document is registered on a public ledger, the ledger will send a verification code to the phone number to prove its ownership. A caller looks up the callee’s DID using his phone number, which resolves to a DID document on the public ledger containing the verifier address.

The verifier operates on behalf of the callee. The verifier can be deployed in the cloud or on-premises, or even on user’s telephone device. We assume that the service is public available through the Internet and the server is in the same security domain as the user device.

4.2.2 Credential Presentation

When Alice wants to make a phone call to Bob for the first time as an unknown caller, she first approaches to Bob’s verifier by sending a verification request, as shown in Figure 3. Verifier will generate a presentation request from Bob’s authentication policies and send it to Alice. Formally, the presentation request is the disjunction of $M$ policies
\[ PR = P_1 \lor P_2 \lor \cdots \lor P_M. \]
Alice is verified if her credential presentation satisfies any of the policies. Each policy is a set of attributes combined using predicate logics including equality, inequality, conjunction, disjunction, set membership check, and range check. Alice checks if her credentials satisfy the presentation request, creates the credential presentation using zero-knowledge proofs and sends it to Bob for authentication.

Zero-knowledge proofs. Alice can prove she has the credentials containing required attributes without revealing the credentials by using non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs. We consider Schnorr protocol [35] as an example of zero-knowledge protocols. Schnorr protocol is based on discrete logarithm assumption, with a group $G$ of prime order $p$ and generator $g$ as commonly agreed parameters. Assuming Alice has a secret $sk$ which she wants to convince Bob her knowledge that satisfies $pk = g^{sk}$. Schnorr protocol works as follows: 1) Alice chooses a random number $r \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p$, and sends $a = g^r$ as an announcement to Bob. 2) Bob chooses a random number $c \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p$ as a challenge and sends it to Al-
ice. 3) Alice calculates $z = r + c \cdot sk$ and sends it to Bob. Bob checks $g^z = a \cdot pk^c$ to get convinced without learning anything about $sk$.

Using Fiat-Shamir heuristic [36], we can turn Schnorr protocol into non-interactive zero-knowledge protocol under random oracle model [37], where a cryptographic hash function $H$ is used as a random oracle. Instead of the interactive messages, Alice calculates $c = H(pk, a = g^z), z = r + c \cdot sk$, and sends $(a, z)$ to Bob as a proof of knowledge of $sk$. Bob calculates $c = H(pk, a)$ and checks $g^c = a \cdot pk^c$. We define $\pi = (a, z)$ and express the zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (zk-PoK) of $sk$ as $\pi \in PoK\{sk : pk = g^sk\}$.

Besides Schnorr protocol, constructions of proofs of equality, inequality, conjunction, disjunction, set membership and range have been proposed in the literature [38–46]. We omit the details of these proofs but only demonstrate the concepts using the example of holder binding. In UCBlocker, $m_1$ is reserved for holder’s secret key. To prove that multiple credentials are issued to the same holder, we can construct a proof using an equality composition as $\pi \in PoK\{(m_1, r_1, r_2) : y_1 = g^{m_1}h_1^r \land y_2 = g^{m_2}h_2^r\}$, where $m_1$ is the secret key $sk$, $y_1, y_2$ are blinded public keys, $r_1, r_2$ are random numbers and $(g_1, h_1), (g_2, h_2)$ are the public keys of the credentials. The proof contains two sub proofs, and the conjunction proves that the two public keys $y_1, y_2$ are generated from the same private key.

Presentation construction. Suppose Alice holds the credential $C = (A, B, e, s, \{m_i\}_{i \in [1, l]})$ that satisfies one of Bob’s policy $Pl$, and $D$ are the indexes of the attributes that will be revealed to Bob. The hidden attributes are $\{m_i\}_{i \in D}$. Alice will use some random numbers to blind the credential so that the presentation is not linkable to the credential. To do so, Alice chooses two random numbers $r_1 \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p$ and $r_2 \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p$, and sets $A' = A^{r_1}, A = A'^{-r_1}$, $B' = B^{r_2}, B = B'^{-r_2}$, $s' = s - r_2r_3$. Then she generates a proof

$$\pi \in PoK\{(m_i)_{i \in D}, e, r_2, r_3, s' : \frac{A}{B} = A'^{-e}h_2^{r_2} \land g_1 \prod_{i \in D} h_i^{m_i} = B^{r_3}h_0^{s'} \prod_{i \in D} h_i^{-m_i}\} \quad (3)$$

The credential presentation Alice sends to Bob will be $P = (A', A, B', \pi)$. The proof contains two subproofs, where the first proves the validity of $\pi$ and the second proves the validity of the hidden attributes. More detailed discussion of the construction of $\pi$ is available in [31].

To verify the credential presentation, Bob’s verifier checks: 1) $A' \neq 1_{G_1}$, where $1_{G_1}$ is the identity of $G_1$, 2) $e(A', w) = e(A, g_2)$, which is zk-PoK of $A$ and 3) $\pi$, which is zk-PoK of $\{(m_i)_{i \in D}, e, r_2, r_3, s'\}$.

Please be noted that until now the presentation protocol only shows the predicate that Alice is in possession of an anonymous credential, and she can selectively disclose some of the attributes in the credential. For more advanced attribute predicates, the proof construction protocols mentioned above can be utilized. In case the requested attributes are split across multiple credentials, the holder will need to prove that these credentials are issued to the same secret key using the equality composition of zero-knowledge proof protocols.

### 4.2.3 Verification Code Distribution

Upon successful verification of the credential presentation, the verifier generates one or more verification codes and sends them to both the caller and callee. These codes function as a one-time password, serving to confirm the authentication during the call setup. The number of codes to be issued for each policy can be defined by the callee, with multiple codes issued at once to reduce future authentication efforts. The cached codes allow caller to make calls without another prior authentication, reducing additional call setup latency. The format of the codes can vary depending on their intended use, and may be a sequence of random numbers, or follow the E.164 standard [47] if using the caller ID as the code carrier to avoid potential blocking by telephone networks. Verifier sends the code to caller through data channel (message 2d in Figure 1 and message 4 in Figure 3). Verifier also sends the code to callee through any secure channels (message 2e in Figure 1), and callee is not required to have Internet access during caller authentication phase.

### 4.3 Security Analysis

We assume the cryptography building blocks are secure under corresponding security assumptions.

Credentail security. During the credential issuance stage, the anonymous credential $C$ should be transferred securely. Both the issuer and the holder must be authenticated with each other. A secure channel is assumed to be set up for this, such as Alice accessing the School website through a secure TLS connection using her username and password. If a secure channel is not present, the issuer and holder can use an authenticated encryption method to transfer the credential, making it impervious to theft by an outside party such as Eve.

Presentation security. The presentation is safeguarded against replay attacks using a nonce $n$. The verifier sends $n$ to the holder along with the presentation request as depicted in Figure 3. The presentation, nonce, and a random number are encrypted using verifier’s public key. Verifier then decrypts and confirms $n$ to ensure that the presentation has not been replayed.

Verification code security. The verification codes should be sent securely. UCBlocker uses public-key authenticated encryption schemes, e.g. Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES) [48] to protect the verification codes. Holder chooses a random number $r$ as a one-time pad, which is encrypted using verifier’s public key $pk_v$ with ECIES scheme together with the credential response $P$ and the nonce $n$ from verifier: $R = E_{pk_v}(P || n || r)$. Holder sends the presentation re-
Call Session Binding

After call authentication, the next challenge is how to bind the authentication result (i.e., the verification code the caller received) to telephone call sessions. This is crucial as authentication occurs on the Internet, while call session signaling takes place in telephone networks. As previously discussed in Section 3.5, there are several options to bind the authentication to a call session. We explore several methods and discuss their feasibility in this paper: carrying the verification code in an existing field of signaling protocol messages, adding a new field in signaling messages, and transmitting the code through the voice channel instead of the control channel.

5.1 Caller ID Carrying the Code

Caller ID can be a viable option as it can traverse different telephone networks. As we have discussed, caller ID doesn’t guarantee the caller’s identification, which is leading to an increase in spam and scam calls. In UCBlocker, we discover that this weakness of caller ID can be turned into an authentication opportunity—we can re-purpose it to carry the verification code. This code serves as a binary signal that verifies the caller’s authenticity and ensures the call is legitimate, replacing the phone number that is potentially spoofed.

We first analyze the feasibility of the Caller ID Carrying the Code method in different networks.

VoIP networks. Customizing caller ID in VoIP networks is straightforward. The call flow between a VoIP client and a PSTN client is shown in Figure 4 [49]. VoIP networks use SIP signaling protocol, while PSTN networks use SS7, where Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) User Part (ISUP) is used on level 4 for controlling telephone calls and for maintenance of the network. The VoIP service provider has a gateway that translates SIP messages to SS7 messages and vice versa. The caller ID can be set by the VoIP client or the connected PBX in the From header field of the SIP INVITE message. In the example, the From header contains a SIP URI with a telephone number in it. At the SIP/ISUP gateway, the INVITE message is translated into an Initial Address Message (IAM), which contains the Called Party Number (CPN) and the Calling Party Number (CIN). Though CIN is not a mandatory ISUP parameter, it is present in most of the gateway implementations.

Cellular and PSTN networks. Customizing Caller ID is more challenging in cellular and PSTN networks compared to VoIP networks. In cellular networks, the SIM card’s pre-installed keys are used for subscriber authentication, and the phone number is stored by Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) in the core networks, who set the Caller ID for signaling messages. In 4G VoLTE networks, the signaling protocol SIP is used in the IP Multimedia System (IMS), but Kim et al. [50] reported flaws in the VoLTE implementation that allowed clients to set the From header field in the INVITE message, potentially leading to spoofed Caller IDs. However, exploiting the flaws does not align with our goal because the implementation vulnerabilities can be fixed and exploiting them may have legal restrictions. In PSTN networks, the Caller ID is inserted by the carrier’s local exchange, making it difficult to customize.

Feasibility evaluation. We assess the possibility of sending verification codes through caller ID in VoIP networks. We establish a Private Branch Exchange (PBX) system and obtain a SIP trunk service with Calling Line Identification Presentation (CLIP) no screening capability. Then, we make a call from a SIP client and set the caller ID to a random telephone number. We successfully receive the altered caller ID without issues.

Due to the mandatory implementation of STIR/SHAKEN, the majority of VoIP service providers in the US no longer support the use of arbitrary caller IDs. However, it should be noted that customizing the caller ID itself is not against the law in the US. We believe that the Caller ID Carrying the Code method remains a viable option because of its simplicity. This method is appealing to international operators who are not obligated or motivated to invest in STIR/SHAKEN. Additionally, for VoIP service providers and MVNOs looking to promote their anti-spam capabilities, this lightweight method could be attractive.

5.2 Adding a Header Field

The second option is to add a header field in signaling messages for the verification code. This is exactly what STIR/SHAKEN implements where an Identity header is added to the SIP INVITE message. Unlike the simple verification code, the Identity header is complex, which contains the attestation level of the caller ID and the signature from the originating carrier. However, implementing STIR/SHAKEN...
5.3 Voice Channel Carrying the Code

In addition to the signaling channel, another option is to use the voice channel to transmit the verification code, which has been demonstrated by Reaves et al. in AuthLoop [12]. Compared to their effort to transfer a standard authentication protocol like TLS, using the voice channel to carry a secret code is expected to be more time efficient.

**Feasibility evaluation.** We use the Audio Modem Communication Library [51] to verify the feasibility of transmitting the verification code through voice channel. The software version is v1.15.4. We connect two laptops with an audio cable, both running Ubuntu 18.04. We limit the data transmission rate to 1 kbps to resemble the 500 bps data channel implemented in Authloop. The channel parameters are: carrier frequency 2000 Hz, sampling frequency 8 kHz, symbol modulation 2-QAM. The channel successfully transferred a 60kB random data file in 490s. For a 128 bits verification code, if we use the 500 bps channel and add the header and footer the same as Authloop, the estimated time cost will be about 300 ms.

5.4 Security Analysis

The verification code is a one-time password (OTP) generated randomly. In the Caller ID Carrying the Code method, the caller ID may be transmitted unprotected. Eve may actively monitor the signaling messages, eavesdrop the caller ID and place another call to race the legitimate caller. However, as discussed by Rubin in [52], active attacks needs resources beyond the abilities of most attackers. In our case, the active attacker must have a faster route to reach the callee so that she can win the race. Further, UCBlocker can reject concurrent or consecutive calls from the same caller ID and notice the caller so that the race attack is discovered.

The entropy of the OTP depends on the number of bits it consists of and the quality of the pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) used to generate it. When using caller ID to transmit the OTP, the entropy is subject to phone number regulations, such as the North American Numbering Plan (NANP) [53], which has rules for reserved phone numbers. The NANP phone number format can be summarized in the ten-digit notation NXX NXX-XXXX, where N denotes any of the digits 2–9, and X denotes any digit 0–9. These rules reduce the entropy of the generated random phone numbers from approximately \( \log_2 10^{10} \approx 33 \) to about 32.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we present our prototype implementation and the evaluation results.

6.1 Prototype Implementation

We create a prototype including two sub-systems: the anonymous-credential-based authentication system comprises an issuer, a holder, a verifier, and a public ledger; UCBlocker client implemented as an application which sends and checks the verification code, and initiates and blocks calls.

The implementation of the anonymous credentials is based on Relic toolkit [54] and libpabc [55]. BBS+ blind signatures using BLS12-381 Elliptic Curve [56] is implemented. To encrypt the verification code at the end of the presentation phase, we use an public-key authenticated encryption based on libsodium [57]. We use Hyperledger Indy [58] with a local pool as the public ledger.

We set up a VoIP PBX using Asterisk 18 [59]. The PBX is running on an Amazon Web Services (AWS) instance with a t3.small configuration, where the operating system is Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. UCBlocker clients connect to the PBX through a Virtual Private Network (VPN), and the PBX connects to the telephone networks using SIP trunk services. We tested GoTrunk as well as Nextiva for the feasibility. They both deliver VoIP calls to our Verizon phone without issues. However, neither of them support the Clip no Screening feature anymore because of the deployment of STIR/SHAKEN.

UCBlocker client is implemented in Python, which contains a digital wallet that stores the anonymous credentials, the program instances of the issuer, the holder and the verifier. The verifier is deployed on the same computer as the VoIP client, instead of using a cloud service. It is feasible as long as the verifier is in the same security domain as the callee and is reachable through the Internet. UCBlocker also integrated an command line VoIP client to set the caller ID. The UCBlocker client is running on a MacBook with 2.6 GHz 6-Core Intel Core i7 processor, 16 GB memory, and macOS version 13.1.

6.2 Evaluation

The evaluation results are far from comprehensive because our purpose of this evaluation is to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solution. Through this evaluation, we are trying to make the point that the caller authentication process does not add significant delays to call setup.

**Credential issuance.** Our first experiment measures the credential issuance time. We measure the time from the instant when the issuer received the credential request to the moment of the credential is successfully generated. Credential issuance is a one-time operation, and it is done before the authentication. It will not introduce latency to the authentication process or the call setup process. We measure the
issuance time for various numbers of attributes from 1 to 50. It is less possible for a person to have a credential with too many attributes. The results are shown in Figure 5a. The median values are from about 18 milliseconds to 27 milliseconds. It takes more time for more attributes, but the difference is not significant.

**Proof generation.** Figure 5b demonstrates the results of time consumption to generate a proof from a single credential. The median values are around from 15 to 25 milliseconds for attribute number distribution from 1 to 50. Proof construction with predicates from multiple credentials needs more exponentiation and multiplication and are expected to cost more time. The proof construction time will be added to the total call setup latency for unknown calls. The results prove that proof construction does not introduce significant delays.

**Proof verification.** The verifier checks the proof before issue a verification code to the caller. Figure 5c shows the results. The median time for verification is from 16 to 26 milliseconds, which shows that proof verification is not a main contributor to call setup latency.

**Public key encryption.** The caller needs to send a one-time password to the verifier so that the verification code can be issued securely. This is done using public-key authenticated encryption. The time cost for encryption of different sizes of random bits using libodium is demonstrated in Figure 5d. The public-key authenticated encryption is fast with running time less than 1ms.

**End-to-end delay.** We measure the end-to-end delay of the authentication process. The total latency is about 1.5 seconds including DID lookup (400ms), proof construction (20ms), proof verification (20ms), verification code issuance (20ms), public key encryption and decryption (1ms), and communication time (1000ms in local network). Communication delays may vary for different network conditions.

Please be noted that the time cost of transmitting and checking the verification code in telephone networks is negligible. If we use the caller ID to carry the code, the process is exactly the same as using a real phone number to make a call, so there will be no delays at the caller side. At the callee side, the only additional effort is to check if the verification code is in a local database. The time cost is trivial to match a record from hundreds of records for ordinary users.

### 7 Discussion

We discuss the design choice of UCBlocker by considering several common questions.

**Who will be issuers?** During the initial bootstrapping stage, UCBlocker can establish an MVNO as the issuer, thereby mitigating trust and scalability concerns that arise when a large number of issuers need to be involved. However, this approach presents a privacy challenge as users are required to disclose all their attributes to the MVNO, which serves as the sole trusted entity. In the long run, as the credential issuance infrastructure is developed, UCBlocker will incorporate newly launched issuers/schemas, alleviating the burden on the MVNO as the exclusive issuer. This integration will address the privacy issue and distribute the responsibility among multiple trusted parties.

**What are the differences between AC infrastructure used in UCBlocker and existing PKI?** The DID scheme does not depend on centralized registries for identifiers or centralized certificate authorities for key management. The Blockchain-Based PKI is a new architecture called Decentralized Public Key Infrastructure (DPKI) [60]. DPKI architecture is distributed, self-sovereign and transparent. However, it is still developing and lack maturity.

**Why do we need an anonymous credential instead of just a certificate?** A certificate contains an identity and a public key. To present the certificate, both the identity and public key will be exposed. The holder does not have the choice to selectively reveal only the attributes needed for the verification. Further, the public key is a link point, where the holder’s activity will be traced by multiple presentation of the certificate. For example, Alice holds an digital driver’s license and she wants to call Bob. She may be willing to reveal her zip code to prove her location, but not her home address or date of birth. Anonymous credentials, on the other hand, offer selective disclosure and unlinkability. Callers won’t be discouraged to make a call by privacy leakage risk.

**What if the anonymous caller is a scammer? Is the anonymous caller accountable for misbehaviours?** The anonymous credential protocols can incorporate accountability through cooperation between the issuer (I), verifier (V), and an authorized third party (E), such as law enforcement.
During issuance, I verifies the holder’s identity, sends it to E, and E encrypts the identity using its public key. The encrypted identity is then added as a backdoor to the credential by I. During presentation, V must verify the backdoor. The backdoor can be decrypted by E using its private key when necessary. For simplicity, the design details are not discussed here. Further information about accountability can be found in the work by Camenisch et al. [61].

Are the credentials revocable? Yes. There are various solutions for designing revocable anonymous credentials, with accumulator-based solutions [62] being the most widely used. An accumulator is a single value that accumulates all revoked credentials. The accumulator value is independent from the revoked credentials list size. The issuer updates the accumulator on the ledger when a credential is revoked. To present a credential, the holder must retrieve a non-membership proof and present it to the verifier to demonstrate that her credential is still valid. In the accumulator design of [62], no operation is linearly dependent on the number of current or total deleted members. Instead, all operations only need to read and compute data that are linear in the number of changes since last read, but not in the total number of changes.

Is it legal to customize the caller ID? It depends on the laws of the jurisdiction in question. In the US, the FCC’s rules under the Truth in Caller ID Act prohibit the transmission of misleading or inaccurate caller ID information with the intent to defraud, cause harm, or wrongly obtain something of value. Illegally spoofing calls can result in penalties of up to $10,000 per violation. However, spoofing is not always illegal and there are legitimate uses for it, such as when a doctor calls a patient from their personal mobile phone and displays the office number instead of their personal number or when a business displays its toll-free call-back number.

How does it work with those who don’t use UCBlocker? If the person being called is not a user of UCBlocker, the caller will not be able to get authenticated and will have to resort to traditional phone calling. If the caller is not a UCBlocker user and the person being called is, then the caller won’t be able to reach them without the proper credentials. The decision to use UCBlocker to block unwanted calls is at the discretion of the person being called. The caller can choose to join UCBlocker and obtain the necessary credentials if they want to make the call.

Is UCBlocker compatible with STIR/SHAKEN? The target of STIR/SHAKEN is caller ID spoofing attacks. The scheme links every call to a digital signature of the originating carrier, which signs the caller ID, callee ID and an attestation level. The call is given one of three attestation levels (A, B, or C). The Caller ID Carrying the Code method may result in randomly generated caller IDs being assigned level "C". UCBlocker will ignore the attestation level. It evaluates the call by matching the caller ID (verification code) to local records. In situations where the originating carrier masks the customized caller ID or even blocks the calls (instead of giving a level "C"), then we will have to choose other binding methods like using the voice channel.

How is it compatible with legitimate caller ID spoofing use cases? Legitimate caller ID spoofing replace the really phone number with another legitimate number for various purposes. Apparently, UCBlocker users does not need to hide their real phone numbers. For the purpose of providing a call-back number, this number can be sent in the credential presentation phase and is mapped to a verification code.

The callee has to publish his policies of accepted phone calls. Does it leak the callee’s privacy? When Callee sets the policies, there is a balance between policy efficacy and information disclosure. The more specific the policies, the more information about Callee’s preferences is revealed. There is also a trade-off between disclosing Callee’s information and Callee’s preferences. For instance, if Callee sets a policy as zip code is 20001, an attacker might deduce Callee’s home location, but nothing about Caller’s location is revealed because the predicate is checked on Caller side which returns only True or False. On the other hand, Callee can choose to protect his location information by setting the policy to disclose zip code. However, this policy will force Caller to reveal her location, which might discourage her from making the call.

8 Related Work

Technical solutions for combating spam calls focus on addressing the problem of caller ID spoofing. These solutions aim to either authenticate the caller’s identity or attest to the authenticity of the caller ID.

One approach is to use network-based solutions that attest whether the caller ID is spoofed or not. For example, the STIR/SHAKEN protocol [7, 8] is a standardized solution that has been deployed by the telecom industry in the US to address this issue. However, these types of solutions can only prevent or signal caller ID spoofing but do not protect users from unwanted calls from spammers and scammers using anonymous but legitimate caller IDs. Another approach is to use end-to-end solutions that authenticate the caller’s identity before the signaling messages are sent. These solutions rely on extra channels to authenticate the caller at the callee’s side, such as the voice channel [12], low-bitrate data channels [13], or normal internet connections [14, 15]. Authentication through voice channel introduces significant delays because of the low bandwidth. The data-channel-based methods fail to provide a security mechanism to bind the authentication and the call session. Moreover, these methods are caller-ID-based, which means they may protect users from caller ID spoofing, but not from other type of unwanted calls.

Caller spoofing detection has been implemented in several countries through mandatory SIM-card registration. This process necessitates mobile users to provide their real names and personal details when signing up for phone services, poten-
We present UCBlocker, an end-to-end unwanted call blocking system. Despite the existence of caller spoofing detection, it does not effectively prevent unwanted calls when attackers utilize legitimate caller IDs. UCBlocker offers an attribute-based approach that empowers users to define what constitutes “unwanted” calls based on their own criteria. This personalized approach allows users to establish policies and preferences for call acceptance, providing a more flexible and customizable solution compared to traditional caller spoofing detection methods.

Earlier works to combat phone spam that are not caller-authentication-based are classified by Tu et al. [3] into three categories: Call Request Header Analysis, Voice Interactive Screening, and Caller Compliance. Call Request Header Analysis filters calls based on the header information associated with the call request including Caller ID Blacklisting and Whitelisting [63], Caller Reputation System [64], Caller Behavior Analysis [65], Device Fingerprinting [66] and more. Voice Interactive Screening forces the caller to interact with a voice input-based interactive system to decide if the call is spam after analyzing the caller’s interaction. Published solutions include Audio Fingerprinting [67], Speech Content Analysis [68], Acoustic Pattern Analysis [69], CAPTCHA/Turing Test [70], etc. Caller Compliance requires the caller to first satisfy a compliance requirement prior to or during a call request, including Do Not Call Registry [5], Graylisting [71], Call Back Verification [72], Weakly Secret Information [73], Payment at Risk [74], to name some of them.

9 Conclusion

We present UCBlocker, an end-to-end unwanted call blocking system that is based on anonymous credentials. One novel idea in our design is to authenticate the caller based on attributes instead of the phone number, which makes unwanted call blocking possible. Another novel idea is the decoupling of the caller authentication process and the call initiation process using the verification code. This design achieves our goal to minimize changes to the telephone networks, minimize extra call initiation delays, and eliminate the requirement on call-time data channel. The design of UCBlocker brings forth a significant potential to foster the restoration of public trust in telephone networks and promote increased utilization of phone calls.
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A User Interfaces

In this Appendix, we include the user interfaces to show how UCBlocker users can search and select credential schemas and attributes to create policies. We also include a UI to show how a caller can choose to expose certain attributes when making a phone call.

![User Interface](image)

Figure 6: Policy creation: step 1.

To establish a policy, UCBlocker users can initiate a search by entering either the name of an issuer or the name of an attribute, as illustrated in Figure 6. The UCBlocker client then connects to the public ledger to conduct the search. The search results are presented in the form of a three-layered tree structure. The root layer represents the issuers, the second layer displays the schemas defined by each issuer, and the third layer comprises the attributes included within the
schemas. Users can select one or more attributes from the tree and add them to the policy by clicking the “+” button. We show two issuers, namely the MVNO and a DMV, who have asserted the *zip code* attribute of the user. The MVNO, functioning as the bootstrapping issuer, can verify the users’ zip code in the physical world and subsequently issue a credential. On the other hand, the DMV has published two schemas, namely the *State ID* and the *Drivers License*, both of which encompass the *zip code* attribute. In this scenario, the user opts to select the *zip code* attribute from the *Drivers License* schema, considering its more widespread usage within the United States.

In the second step, the selected attributes are combined using predicate logic to define the policy. This process involves various operations, such as equality, inequality, conjunction (AND), disjunction (OR), set membership check, and range check. These operations allow for the creation of flexible and specific policies based on the desired conditions and relationships among the chosen attributes.

As depicted in Figure 7, the user intends to establish a policy that allows phone calls solely from their actual neighbors. This policy is defined by verifying the caller’s home address *zip code* against a selected set of *zip codes* representing the neighborhood. In this case, the user can choose a specific set of *zip codes* corresponding to the desired neighborhood and validate whether the caller’s *zip code* falls within this set. This policy ensures that incoming calls are only accepted from individuals residing within the designated neighborhood.

During the authentication phase, UCBlocker automatically verifies the caller’s credentials against the policies defined by the callee. If a match is found, UCBlocker will notify the caller that certain attributes need to be disclosed in order to successfully pass the authentication process, as shown in Figure 8. If the caller has privacy concerns regarding the disclosure of specific attributes, they have the option to decline the request and the authentication will not proceed further. This gives the caller control over their privacy and allows them to make an informed decision regarding the authentication process.